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Abstract. In this work we investigate the problem of road scene semantic seg-
mentation using Deconvolutional Networks (DNs). Several constraints limit the
practical performance of DNs in this context: firstly, the paucity of existing pixel-
wise labelled training data, and secondly, the memory constraints of embedded
hardware, which rule out the practical use of state-of-the-art DN architectures
such as fully convolutional networks (FCN). To address the first constraint, we in-
troduce a Multi-Domain Road Scene Semantic Segmentation (MDRS3) dataset,
aggregating data from six existing densely and sparsely labelled datasets for train-
ing our models, and two existing, separate datasets for testing their generalisation
performance. We show that, while MDRS3 offers a greater volume and variety
of data, end-to-end training of a memory efficient DN does not yield satisfac-
tory performance. We propose a new training strategy to overcome this, based
on (i) the creation of a best-possible source network (S-Net) from the aggregated
data, ignoring time and memory constraints; and (ii) the transfer of knowledge
from S-Net to the memory-efficient target network (T-Net). We evaluate different
techniques for S-Net creation and T-Net transferral, and demonstrate that training
a constrained deconvolutional network in this manner can unlock better perfor-
mance than existing training approaches. Specifically, we show that a target net-
work can be trained to achieve improved accuracy versus an FCN despite using
less than 1% of the memory. We believe that our approach can be useful beyond
automotive scenarios where labelled data is similarly scarce or fragmented and
where practical constraints exist on the desired model size. We make available
our network models and aggregated multi-domain dataset for reproducibility.
Keywords: Semantic segmentation; vision for vehicles; transfer learning; model
compression; deconvolutional networks
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1 Introduction
Deconvolutional Networks (DNs) are a class of neural network which have achieved
notable recent success on the task of semantic segmentation, in which image recognition
is performed at the resolution of individual pixels [1, 2, 3, 4]. They have consequently
become an attractive architecture for road scene segmentation—a useful component
in many autonomous driving or advanced driver assistance systems. However, several
limitations exist when trying to apply state-of-the-art DNs in practice.
Firstly, they are inefficient in terms of memory footprint. While commercial chips
targeting the automotive industry are becoming increasingly parallel, the small size of
fast-access on-chip SRAM memories remains limited (e.g. 512 KB for the Mobileye
EyeQ256 chip and 1-10 MB for the Toshiba TMPV 760 Series76 chip family). In con-
trast, the popular FCN-8s network [2] with 134.5 M parameters requires more than 500
MB of memory. Although more efficient architectures have been proposed, such as Seg-
Net [4], they still contain tens of millions of parameters (29.5 M for [4]) and are yet to
demonstrate accuracy on a par with the larger FCN-8s.
Secondly, since DNs are typically trained in a supervised manner, their performance
benefits from access to a large amount of training data with corresponding per-pixel
annotations. Producing such annotations is an expensive and time-consuming process.
Hence, while datasets for tasks such as image classification can reachO(107) images in
scale [5, 6, 7], popular semantic road scene segmentation datasets such as CamVid [8]
or KITTI [9] contain O(103) images. The scarcity of data results in a lack of samples
for rarer but important classes such as pedestrians and cyclists, which can make it dif-
ficult for models to learn these concepts without overfitting. Furthermore, data scarcity
implies poor coverage over the true distribution of possible road scenes: datasets are
typically captured in one or a few localised regions under relatively homogeneous road
conditions. Understanding how best to incorporate knowledge from new domains as
training data becomes available is an important problem to ensure the best general task
performance given available data.
To address these limitations, we propose an approach which draws on ideas from
domain adaptation [10, 11] and model compression by transfer learning [12]. We begin
by collating numerous publicly available datasets from different domains and modali-
ties which are useful for the task of semantic road scene segmentation. We refer to our
aggregated dataset as the Multi-Domain Road Scene Semantic Segmentation (MDRS3)
dataset. In contrast to existing work in road scene semantic segmentation [13, 14], we
select two of the constituent datasets in their entirety as the test set for MDRS3. This
means that training and testing for MDRS3 are not carried out on subsets of the same
original dataset and performance is a better indication of task generalisation. We then
examine methods for training on different modalities of data to create the best possi-
ble model, ignoring time and memory constraints. We discover that ensembling net-
works trained on distinct domains leads to much improved performance, and create a
best-performing network containing 269 million parameters, which we refer to as the
Source Network (S-Net). Finally, we explore methods for transferring knowledge from
5 http://www.mobileye.com/technology/processing-platforms/eyeq2/
6 All product names may be trademarks of their respective companies.
7 http://toshiba.semicon-storage.com/ap-en/product/automotive.html
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Fig. 1. Left: Model performance versus model size. Blue points indicate the baseline performance
of the two different network architectures we compare. Green points indicate performance using
different training strategies explained in Sec. 5. Red point denotes the performance of our con-
strained network after knowledge transfer, explained in Sec. 5. Our approach outperforms the
per-class accuracy of a state-of-the-art fully convolutional network (FCN e2e (D)) with 1% of the
model size. Right: Segmentation output on a test image, illustrating the qualitative improvement
of our method. Best viewed on screen.
the unconstrained S-Net to a memory constrained architecture, which we refer to as
the Target Network (T-Net). We demonstrate that by this approach, we can meet the
desired constraints for embedded applications while achieving a higher accuracy than
is otherwise impossible through existing training strategies. Concretely, we show that
the performance of a state-of-the-art FCN [2] can be bettered using a deconvolutional
network with 1% of the memory and comparable run-time. Fig. 1 summarises our ex-
perimental findings. For reproducibility, we plan to make publicly available all of our
trained models and MDRS3 dataset upon publication.
2 Related Work
Our work spans the topics of semantic segmentation, training with limited data, and
knowledge transfer. We briefly recapitulate related literature from each.
Semantic Segmentation. The task of semantic segmentation involves the estimation
of a functionF which maps an input image, such as I ∈ [0, . . . , 255]H×W , to an output
label image J ∈ [1, . . . , L]H×W , where the labels 1, . . . , L index the semantic class
of the input at that pixel (e.g. road, sidewalk, sky, vegetation, pedestrians, etc.). It is a
popular problem in computer vision and has been tackled for various environments from
indoors [15, 16] to outdoors [13, 17], as well as for specific tasks such as road scene
perception [18]. For the latter, which is the focus of our work, semantic segmentation
is expected to play a key role as part of the local planning and obstacle avoidance sub-
systems of future semi-autonomous and autonomous vehicles.
Classical tools for addressing the problem include pipelines based on a combination
of hand-crafted features (e.g. SIFT, HOG) and region-based classifiers (e.g. SVM, AD-
ABoost), with probabilistic graphical models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)
used to produce structured predictions [14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. With the arrival of
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deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), hand-crafted features were substituted by
learned CNN representations, which worked at the level of image patches [23, 24].
This trend continued with the introduction of DNs, which naturally perform the process
of recognition and whole-image segmentation, producing a dense inference at a pixel
level [2, 3, 4, 15]. Recently, this trend has culminated in the addition of structured pre-
diction by employing messaging passing between the net and an MRF [25] or adopting
the use of Recurrent Nets with equivalent behaviours to a CRF [26].
Training with Limited Data. One key problem with DNs is that when applied to cer-
tain domains, such as automotive environments, there is a lack of suitably large and
varied training data. Two recent approaches [27, 28] propose means of mitigating this
problem by augmenting an existing semantic segmentation dataset (i.e. consisting of
pixel-wise labels) with additional data from object detection and image classification
datasets, which are weakly annotated with bounding boxes or text captions. Both ap-
proaches are directly applied on the augmented datasets to train DNs in an end-to-end
fashion and both report subsequent improvements in accuracy for the PASCAL-VOC
dataset [29]. However, obtaining significant improvements in this manner is possible
only when the existing and additional datasets are similar in nature—in this case, both
consisted of annotations of simple objects, ignoring the architectonic elements compos-
ing the background, e.g. road, sidewalk, etc. As we show in this work, the application
of these strategies when dealing with urban imagery and architectonic classes fails to
produce the most competitive results in automotive scenarios. Furthermore, while the
issue of training data scarcity is likely to diminish with time, as new larger datasets are
released (e.g. the recent releases of the Cityscapes [30] dataset, containing 5,000 fine-
labelled images and 20,000 coarse-labelled images, and the SYNTHIA dataset [31],
containing 250,000 synthetic fine-labelled images), we believe that our approach will
remain useful for training resource-constrained segmentation networks.
Model Compression by Knowledge Transfer. While the recent trend in deep learning
has been to strive for even deeper models [32], the preference for deep versus shallower
models is not because shallower models have been shown to have limited capacity or
representational power, but rather that learning and regularization procedures used to
train shallow models are not sufficiently powerful [33]. One reason for this is that,
counterintuitively, the likelihood of falling into poor quality local minima increases
with decreasing network size [34]. Various approaches to extract better performance
from shallow networks have been proposed in the literature. In [35], an ensemble of
classifiers, trained on a small but representative subset of a larger dataset, is used to
label the larger unlabelled dataset. The large ensemble-labelled dataset is then used
to train a network, demonstrating improved performance versus training on the origi-
nal ground truth for the smaller dataset. More recently, [33] shows that shallow neural
nets can be trained to achieve performances previously only reachable by deep models,
by training a large teacher ensemble and transferring knowledge from it to a shallow
but wide model by training it to match the logit activations of the teacher. Hinton et
al. [12] confirm these findings and propose to address the problem by exploiting the
“dark knowledge” available in the teacher ensemble, referring to the full probability dis-
tribution produced by the soft-max classifier. This knowledge is transferred to a compact
submitted as a conference paper 5
DENSE: CamVid (2007) [8, 39] KITTI-S (2012) [9] *Urban LabelMe (2008) [40] *CBCL (2013) [41]
Example(s)
# Images 600 (Cambridge, UK) 547 (Karlsruhe, GER) 942 (Various) 3,547 (Boston, USA)
Used for Training Training Test Test
SPARSE: *ETH-RMPTMP (2009) [42] *GTSRB (2013) [43] M-COCO (2014) [5] *KITTI-O (2012) [9]
Example(s)
# Images 14,056 (Zurich, CH) 740 (Various, GER) 3,262 (Various) 7,481 (Karlsruhe, GER)
Used for Training Training Training Training
Fig. 2. Constituent datasets of the Multi-Domain Road Scene Semantic Segmentation (MDRS3)
dataset, containing dense and sparse labels. Datasets marked with * were upgraded from coarse
labels or bounding boxes to pixel-wise annotations. The test set consists of two dense datasets
(CBCL, Urban LabelMe) to better evaluate generalisation performance. Best viewed on screen.
student network using relaxation of cross-entropy. This approach was extended in [36],
showing that it is possible to reduce the number of parameters by creating deeper-and-
thinner students out of shallower-wider teachers, at the possible expense of increasing
computation time. A further recent line of relevant work on network compression fo-
cuses on applying sophisticated engineering tools to reduce the network size. Examples
include [37], which uses pruning, trained quantization and Huffman coding to further
compression, and [38], in which these engineering tools are combined with a novel
architecture to produce very compact classification networks. In this paper we extend
previous research on knowledge transfer to a novel problem and the recently proposed
architecture of DNs.
3 Multi-Domain Road Scene Semantic Segmentation (MDRS3)
Acquiring data suitable for training road scene semantic segmentation is expensive and
time-consuming. The process of densely labelling an image with 10-20 classes can take
up to 30 minutes for a typical, cluttered perspective street-view image and so existing
datasets tend to be relatively small. In addition, datasets are often confined to localised
geographic regions and trained and tested on in isolation. In our work we consider
using numerous datasets to create one aggregate dataset, which we refer to as the Multi-
Domain Road Scene Semantic Segmentation dataset (MDRS3), to take advantage of all
of the relevant training data available.
Dataset composition. Fig. 2 details the constituent datasets of our MDRS3 dataset. We
consider popular road scene semantic segmentation datasets with dense pixel-wise an-
notations such as CamVid [8, 39] and KITTI Semantic (KITTI-S) [9, 13, 14]. However,
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as shown in Table 1, these dense datasets contain a large imbalance in the frequency of
occurrence of various classes: structural classes such as road, sky or building are several
orders of magnitude more frequent than important non-structural classes such as cars,
pedestrians, road-signs or cyclists. To boost the recognition of the latter, we include spe-
cific detection and recognition datasets where annotations are available in the form of
bounding-boxes or segmentation masks: KITTI Objects (KITTI-O) [9], a filtered set of
Microsoft COCO (M-COCO) [5] containing pedestrians, cyclists, road signs and cars in
urban environments, ETH Robust Multi-Person Tracking from Mobile Platforms (ETH-
RMPTMP) [42] for pedestrians and the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) [43] for road signs. The distribution of classes for our MDRS3 train and test
sets (final two rows of Table 1) illustrate how training data in our dataset includes many
more instances of important rare classes compared to existing dense datasets.
Table 1. Class distribution (% of total pixels) for the MDRS3 dataset constituents and test/train
splits. The “void” class has been removed for clarity.
Dataset # Image sky build. road side. fence veg. pole car sign ped. cycl.
CamVid [8, 39] 600 15.7 24.4 33.4 6.2 2.6 11.4 0.4 4.8 0.5 0.4 0.5
KITTI-S [9] 547 6.2 25.9 17.2 7.0 3.7 28.7 0.5 9.9 0.4 0.2 0.2
*U-LabelMe [40] 942 13.2 39.9 19.1 8.1 0.3 11.1 0.5 5.8 0.3 1.1 0.5
*CBCL [41] 3,547 5.4 26.4 28.2 6.9 0.7 17.9 1.3 11.8 0.3 0.8 0.2
*ETH-RMPTMP [42] 14,056 - - - - - - - - - 100.0 -
*GTSRB [43] 740 - - - - - - - - 100.0 - -
M-COCO [5] 3,262 - - - - - - 1.0 63.7 11.4 16.6 7.3
*KITTI-O [9] 7,481 - - - - - - - 90.7 - 7.4 1.9
MDRS3-Train 26,686 5.4 12.1 12.5 3.1 1.5 9.2 0.5 36.6 3.4 13.2 2.5
MDRS3-Test 4,489 10.0 34.4 22.8 7.6 0.5 14.0 0.8 8.3 0.3 1.0 0.3
Refinement of sparse annotations. For constituent datasets where annotations are pro-
vided in the form of bounding-boxes (marked with an asterisk in Table 1), we perform
refinement to pixel-wise annotations by adopting a similar GrabCut-based approach
to [28]. For the CBCL dataset, which is labelled with polygonal bounding-boxes for 9
object categories and contains many void areas, we enlarge the category set to 11 and
extend existing labels to missing areas using a CRF classifier [21]. We provide further
detail of this process in the accompanying supplementary material.
Test dataset. For evaluation, we maintain a separation between datasets used for train-
ing and testing. We use a combination of different domains with dense and sparse anno-
tations for training, while for testing we use two separate datasets with dense pixel-wise
annotations: a new subset of the LabelMe dataset [40] with urban images from differ-
ent cities, referred here to as Urban LabelMe (U-LabelMe) and a processed subset of
the CBCL StreetScenes Challenge Framework [41]. These two datasets are more chal-
lenging compared to CamVid and KITTI, containing a larger variety of scenarios with
different viewpoint and illumination conditions (compared to the forward-looking cam-
era viewpoint in CamVid and KITTI). Our test dataset thus provides a better measure of
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the generalisation performance of the trained network at test time, especially compared
to the common practice of using subsets of the same sequence for training and testing.
4 Network Architectures for Semantic Segmentation
We consider two DN architectures and the trade-off they achieve between task perfor-
mance and memory footprint. The two selected state-of-the-art networks are: the fully
convolutional network (FCN) [2] and the DeconvNet [3]. We do not consider models
that are extended with a CRF such as [26], since such extensions do not alter the intrin-
sic model capacity and smoothing can be added as a post-processing step if desired.
The DeconvNet and FCN architectures are shown in Fig. 3(ii)-(iii), respectively.
Both DNs expand on VGG-16 [44], but the DeconvNet is much deeper than FCN (75%
more parameters), making it harder to train and unsuitable for embedded applications.
The depth of these networks is justified for the task of semantic segmentation of gen-
eral scenes (which contain thousands of classes of objects), but shallower networks may
suffice for constrained urban environments. Another difference between these architec-
tures is in the upsampling philosophy: the FCN combines outputs of different layers
to achieve better localization accuracy, while the DeconvNet stores pooling indices to
re-use later for guiding feature map upsampling. This last strategy has been shown to
improve localization accuracy for different problems [45].
4.1 Source Network (S-Net) Architecture
The Source Network (S-Net) is selected by choosing the best possible performing net-
work, disregarding memory or computational constraints. Our choice of S-Net consists
of an ensemble of two FCN networks trained on different data modalities, i.e. dense
and sparse data modality—see Fig. 3(iv)—, which was found to be the best performing
unconstrained network as reported in section 7. Although this ensemble contains more
parameters than a DeconvNet (269M versus 251M), it leads to better results and is
faster to train, reason why we do not use DeconvNet and favour FCN-based approaches
instead for S-Net. Further detail is contained in section 5.4.
4.2 Target Network (T-Net) Architecture
The T-Net, shown in Fig. 3(v), consists of a model based on the pooling-unpooling
principle of the DeconvNet [3] but simplified to suit an embedded system (similar to
the “basic” SegNet version proposed in [4]).
T-Net consists of 4 contraction blocks, followed by 4 expansion blocks, with a total
of 1.4 M parameters. This reduced size offers a good compromise between memory
requirement and performance. Contraction blocks serve to create a rich representation
that allows for recognition as in standard classification CNNs. Expansion blocks are
used to improve the localization and delineation of label assignments. Both contraction
and expansion blocks use 7×7 kernels with a stride of 1 pixel and a fixed number of 64
feature maps. Batch normalization is added prior to ReLU to reduce internal covariate
shift [46] during training and improve convergence. Upsampling in expansion blocks is
carried out by storing and retrieving pooling indices for current activations. This helps
to produce sharp edges in the final output, avoiding blocky results [3]. A linear classifier
8 submitted as a conference paper
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Fig. 3. Summary of network architectures. From top to bottom: (i) a key to basic building blocks;
(ii) DeconvNet [3] (251M parameters); (iii) FCN [2] (134M parameters); (iv) our constrained
Target Net or T-Net (1.4M parameters); and (v) our dense/sparse FCN ensemble or chosen S-Net
(269M parameters). All convolutions assume stride 1 unless otherwise specified. Descriptions of
these networks can be found in sections 4 and 5.
performs the final label estimation at the pixel level. The choice of 4 blocks is motivated
by empirical analysis, offering the best trade-off between model compactness and good
performance (see supplementary material).
5 Training Strategies for DN architectures
In this section we describe the different approaches used to train our networks on the
challenging MDRS3 dataset described in section 3. The approaches explored are (i)
“e2e”—standard end-to-end training over various subsets of the multi-domain training
data; (ii) “BGC”—which uses Balanced Gradient Contribution to generate stable gradi-
ent directions for end-to-end training; (iii) “Flying-Cars”—dynamic domain adaptation
of the sparse training data; and (iv) “Ensemble”—the ensembling of models trained on
separate domains. The performance of these methods is evaluated in section 7.
Each training strategy was initialised identically. Contraction blocks of the archi-
tecture under study were assigned the weights of classification networks pre-trained on
ImageNet – VGG-16 [44] in the case of FCN and VGG-F [47] in the case of T-Net. Ad-
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justments to the shape of the weights were performed where dimensions do not match.
Expansion blocks were initialized using the method of He et al. [48].
Optimisation was performed via standard backpropagation using Stochastic Con-
jugate Gradient Descent (S-CGD), endowed with a bounded line-search strategy and
backtracking with Armijo’s rule [49]. To avoid overfitting, the number of line-search it-
erations was bounded to 3.This proved to converge faster to good solutions than stochas-
tic gradient descent without manual tweaking of learning rates.
5.1 End-to-End Training (e2e)
Our simplest training approach, end-to-end (e2e) training, consisted of standard mini-
batch training on random samples (with replacement) from the mixed dense and sparse
training set (i.e. all data in). To achieve reasonable per-class accuracy, the use of weighted
cross-entropy (WCE) as training loss was found to be essential. WCE re-scales the im-
portance of each class, l ∈ [1, . . . , L], according to its inverse frequency f l(X )−1 in
the training data set X , i.e. :
LossWCE(xn, yn) = −
∑HWL
ijl ω(y
n
ijl)y
n
ijllog(F(xn, θ))ijl , (1)
where F refers to the network, xn, yn stand for the n-th training image and ground
truth image respectively, and the weighting function is given by
w(ynijl) = max
{
f l(X )−1
∑
L
i=1
fi(X )−1 min{f1(X )−1,...,fL(X )−1} , ǫ
}
, for ǫ = 10−5. (2)
In this way, WCE helped the networks to account for class frequency imbalances, a
common phenomenon exposed in Table 1, which were otherwise observed to reduce a
network’s attention to rare but important classes such as pedestrians or bicycles during
training.
End-to-end training was applied to learn separate models for the dense and sparse
domains as well as a combined model on both data domains. However, when this ap-
proach is used naively on the combined data, we observed an unstable oscillatory be-
haviour of the objective and eventually divergence of the system. This phenomenon is
due to the strong difference between the statistics of both distributions, which give rise
to very noisy descent directions during optimisation. Thus, in order to exploit all the
information available in both domains one needs to stabilize the training process, via
alternatives such as those proposed in the following sections.
5.2 Balanced Gradient Contribution (BGC)
The severe statistical difference between the domains induces a large variance in gra-
dients for a sequence of mini-batches. Data from the dense domain is more stable and
suitable for structural classes, but less informative in general. Data from the sparse do-
main is highly informative, with critical information about dynamic classes, but very
noisy. To deal with these aspects we propose to compute search directions using the
directions proposed by the dense domain under a controlled perturbation given by the
sparse domain as shown in (3).
LossBGC(X ,Y) = LossWCE(XD,YD) + λLossWCE(XS ,YS), (3)
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where X ,Y stand for a subset of samples and their associated labels, drawn from the
dense (D) or sparse (S) domains. This procedure can be seen as the addition of a very
informative regularizer controlled by the parameter λ, but an analogous effect can be
achieved by generating mini-batches containing a carefully chosen proportion of im-
ages from each domain, such that |XD| >> |XS |. This modification of the training
procedure leads to superior results and a stable behaviour, as reported in section 7.
5.3 Flying Cars (FC): Domain Adaptation by Data Projection
Another alternative to solve the problem caused by the combination of incompatible
domains is to project or transfer one domain into another. In our case, the noisy sparse
domain is projected to the dense domain, using ideas from domain adaptation [50].
This can be achieved, for instance, by selecting random images from the dense domain
and using them as backgrounds in which to inject the objects and labels of the sparse
domain. This approach was recently used in the “Flying Chairs” approach of [51] to
train DNs for optical flow from synthetic data. It can be seen as a way of performing
highly informative data augmentation over the dense domain. Similarly to [51], we use
a naive approach which does not provide a hard constraint on the spatial context of the
objects being inserted into the scene, hence the name “Flying Cars” (FC).
5.4 Ensemble of Sparse and Dense Domains
Finally, it is possible to think about the domains as two different tasks: one consisting
of recognizing LD = 11 classes from finely-annotated data and the other recogniz-
ing LS = 6 classes, i.e. foreground, traffic signs, poles, cars, pedestrians and cyclists;
from noisy sparse annotations. The model trained on the dense domain, θD , is better
at structural elements such as roads, buildings and sidewalks; while the model trained
on the sparse domain, θS , is extremely good at segmenting dynamic objects such as
pedestrians and cyclists. These models can be combined as part of a larger network
which adds several new trainable blocks to perform a consensus from the output of the
original models. In our experiments the ensemble is performed by fixing the original
networks and adding a convolutional block and four residual-blocks [32] to estimate a
consistent output. This is shown in Fig. 3(iv). Residual-blocks were used as they were
found to lead to better generalization than simple convolutions in practice. The current
configuration, 4 blocks, one with 128 features and three with 64 features, was the best
configuration we found that did not lead to clear overfitting. This approach is further
analysed in section 7.
6 Transferring Knowledge across Deconvolutional Networks
We use the training methods described in section 5 to train both FCN and T-Net archi-
tectures. The results are reported in Table 2. For all training methods explored, FCN
is observed to consistently outperform the smaller T-Net. Moreover, among the differ-
ent approaches for training, the most outstanding in terms of per-class accuracy is the
multi-domain ensemble.
Despite the high accuracy of the FCN ensemble, its large number of parameters
makes it unsuitable for embedded applications, in the context of road scene segmenta-
tion. We next investigate whether it is possible to boost a more compact model such as
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T-Net to have an equivalent performance. Our hypothesis is that the capacity of T-Net is
sufficient to produce results at the level of FCN and FCN-ensemble, but due to specific
details of its training and architecture, such as batch normalization and noise within
the training data, the methods of section 5 cannot exploit its full potential. We there-
fore examine an alternative training approach for T-Net. We adopt the FCN ensemble
as a Source Network (S-Net) and attempt to emulate its behaviour with (i.e. transfer its
knowledge to) the T-Net. We describe three approaches to transfer knowledge: (i) via
labels (TK-L), (ii) via soft-max probabilities (TK-SMP), and (iii) via soft-max proba-
bilities with weighted-cross-entropy (TK-SMP-WCE).
Transferring Knowledge Through Labels (TK-L). This strategy aims to distill the
knowledge of the S-Net directly from its predicted labels, in the spirit of [35]. We use
both dense and sparse domains of training data described in section 3, ignoring their
original annotations. The benefit of this approach is that the multi-modality of the data
has been filtered by the S-Net and some distractors are ignored, so the information
reaching T-Net is simpler, leading to a smoother search space and making it easier to
find good solutions. In our setup we included extra training data from a large unlabelled
Google Street View (GSV) dataset [52], taken of street scenes from multiple cities in
the US. We remove the upward facing camera and took a random crop from each image
to produce 51,715 images. We combined previous and new training data using BGC to
train the T-Net with a standard cross-entropy loss. Here, BGC is used as an important
mechanism to control the influence of the GSV data and prevent from drift.
Transferring Knowledge Through SoftMax Probabilities (TK-SMP). The strategy
uses additional information from S-Net during transfer, by considering the probability
distributions produced by the softmax classifier, which contains information about how
different classes are correlated [12]. To this end, we train a T-Net using standard cross-
entropy between the probability distributions of S-Net and T-Net as our loss function.
As in the previous strategy, the training makes use of BGC to control the influence of
GSV data to bound its contribution. This second approach leads to a notable improve-
ment of the network per-class accuracy as shown in Table 3 (i)-(ii).
A variation of this method consists of adding drop-out blocks to the T-Net during
the transference process. In practice, this addition behaves as in end-to-end training,
helping to improve the generalization of the net. See Table 3(iii).
Transferring Knowledge Through SoftMax Probabilities with WCE (TK-SMP-
WCE). One of the problems with the previous approaches of TK-TL and TK-SMP is
that they do not account for class imbalance during transfer. In practice this means that
the resulting models are biased towards the dominant classes and producing models
with higher per-class accuracy requires a higher number of epochs during training. We
propose to solve this problem by controlling the influence of each softmax sample with
WCE, in the same way that the influence of different datasets is controlled by BGC.
This simple modification, in combination with the use of dropout in the T-Net, leads to
models that have virtually the same per-class accuracy as the S-Net, i.e. an ensemble of
FCNs; see Table 3 (iv). In this way the full potential of the T-Net is unlocked, giving
rise to an accurate and memory-efficient model, convenient for embedded systems and
automotive applications.
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7 Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed training methodology with respect to
a set of state-of-the-art baselines. Special emphasis is set on the performance of our
TK-SMP-WCE transfer technique when used in combination with Balanced Gradient
Contributions (BGC).
Experiment Setup. All our experiments are carried out on the MDRS3 dataset (Sec-
tion 3), testing on the combination of U-LabelMe and CBCL (1,526 images overall).
Due to time and resource constraints, we subsample the original images to a resolution
of 240×180 in all our experiments. This speeds up training and evaluation of models but
makes certain classes, such as sidewalks, poles and traffic signs, systematically harder to
recognize for all models due to the low resolution. Nevertheless, this factor is consistent
across all the experiments and does not affect the conclusions obtained when comparing
different training approaches and models. Images are initially normalized using spatial
contrast normalization, independently applied to each channel. Afterwards, zero-mean
and data re-scaling in the range [-127,127] are applied. In practice we observed that this
normalization speeds-up convergence.
Results are evaluated according to the average per-class accuracy (per-class) and
the global accuracy (global). Given the number of pixels, ni,j , belonging to class i and
classified as class j, and assumingL is the number of classes, then per-class is evaluated
as 1
L
∑
i ni,i/
∑L
j=1 ni,j and global as
∑
i ni,i/N whereN is the total number of pixels
in the evaluation set. Due to the intrinsic unbalanced nature of the class frequencies in
urban scenes, we consider the average per-class to be more significant to assess the
recognition and generalisation capabilities of the models. Within parenthesis we report
the difference between the results of the current method and the FCN model at Table 2(i)
as a reference (improvements are highlighted in blue, diminishments in red).
7.1 Assessing Multi-Domain Training
End-to-End training. In Table 2 (i)-(iii), we first evaluate the performance of T-Net
against the FCN network [2] and ALE [21], a classical semantic segmentation frame-
work based on hand-crafted features. These models are trained using the dense domain
only, with the end-to-end approach described in section 5.1. As Table 2 (i)-(iii) shows,
for this initial setup T-Net underperforms both FCN, by 11.2 points per-class, and ALE,
by 1.9 points.
We extended this first evaluation by adding the sparse domain to the end-to-end
training. However, as shown in Table 2 (iv) and (viii) the training diverged in both
cases. This phenomenon was commented on in section 5.1 and is attributed to the gra-
dient noise introduced by the sparse domain when its contribution is unbounded. This
reinforces our claim that control over the distribution and the complexity of the data is
required to produce competitive training results.
Flying Cars, BGC & Ensemble. When the end-to-end training is replaced by methods
implementing policies to control the contribution of each domain, the improvement
in accuracy is notable. Table 2 (v)-(vii) shows that for all the techniques, controlled
training improves the per-class of the standard FCN. FC and BGC methods, although
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not achieving the top performance, have the advantage of requiring just one training
stage; while the ensemble requires training individual models first (per domain) and
then merging them. Yet, since the ensemble of FCN achieves the highest performance
we use it as our S-Net, and try to match its performance with T-Net. The outcome of
applying FC, BGC and ensemble on the T-Net are analogous to the previous case; and
again, the ensemble renders the best results in terms of per-class accuracy (see Table 2
(ix)-(xi)).
7.2 Evaluation of Knowledge Transfer Methods
As summarized in Table 3, results of previous training approaches on T-Net are dramat-
ically improved when applying knowledge transfer methods. For all the transference
method we added the unlabelled data from the Google Street View Data Set [53] in
order to increase the variability of the S-Net responses during the process, which helps
capturing the behaviour of S-Net.
Here we see that the evolution of the transferring techniques is directly correlated
to the improvement of the T-Net performance. A simple transfer of labels (TK-L) from
the S-Net produces a T-Net model that is already 2.9 points better than FCN (used here
as a reference). When the transfer is based on the softmax probability distribution over
the classes, as in TK-SMP, accuracy is boosted up to 57.3 (6.7 points better than FCN).
It is worth noticing than, when dropout is included in the TK-SMP transference (TK-
SMP-Drop), it improves global accuracy in 3.2 points compared to FCN. We observed
this effect when using dropout at expense of some loss in per-class accuracy.
Finally, Table 3 (iv) shows that when the S-Net softmax distributions are weighted
according to their relevance in the dataset (i.e. less abundant more relevant), the trans-
ference of this knowledge reaches the maximum performance found so far, 59.3% of
per-class accuracy. Thus, the TK-SMP-WCE approach produces a T-Net 9.1 points bet-
ter than FCN in per-class and 0.2 in global accuracy, almost reaching the results of the
S-Net, i.e. an ensemble of two FCN which has 200×more parameters. Visual results of
this evolution are shown in Fig. 4 for testing examples. Notice how the T-Net obtained
from TK-SMP-WCE can sometimes produce better results than the S-Net. We believe
that these results give strong evidence to render knowledge transfer methods and in
particular TK-SMP-WCE as preferred methods to train memory constrained DNs.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we have described a training strategy for DNs to be used in resource-
constrained applications such as road scene segmentation. We showed that training
relatively shallow target networks via regular end-to-end approaches on a challeng-
ing aggregate dataset leads to underperformance versus state-of-the-art deep models.
One likely cause for this is that shallow models are much harder to optimize and, when
trained directly on noisy or multi-modal data, have difficulty in navigating local min-
ima. To overcome this, we extended the idea of knowledge transfer to DNs. We first
explored various means of producing a best-performing source network, by relaxing
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Table 2. Semantic segmentation quantitative results for FCN and T-Net on the testing dataset
for the training methods under study, i.e. end-to-end (dense, D; sparse, S; and both, D+S), BGC,
Flying cars (FC) and net ensemble (Ens.).
Method sky building road sidewalk fence vegetat. pole car sign pedest. cyclist per-class global
(i) FCN [2] (D) 77.8 67.6 86.1 35.9 35.1 89.6 8.9 86.2 41.3 17.6 10.6 50.6 71.6
(ii) T-Net (D) 80.6 62.0 85.2 20.6 4.4 84.5 9.4 70.0 6.4 7.6 2.3 39.4 ( -11.2 ) 66.6 ( -5.0 )
(iii) ALE [21] (D) 85.0 69.0 94.0 8.0 19.0 83.0 3.0 74.0 13.0 5.0 1.0 41.3 ( -9.3 ) 72.1 ( 0.5)
(iv) FCN [2] e2e (D+S) training diverged
(v) FCN [2] FC 85.3 71.4 87.0 26.4 19.8 86.5 10.6 89.3 45.4 58.8 7.0 53.4 ( 2.8) 73.2 ( 1.6)
(vi) FCN [2] BGC 80.3 73.5 82.6 49.5 39.6 91.6 11.6 87.3 50.8 44.1 19.6 57.3 ( 6.7) 75.5 ( 3.9)
(vii) FCN [2] Ens. (S-Net) 77.4 71.9 85.0 27.8 40.8 85.8 8.0 93.4 43.0 80.4 60.6 61.3 ( 10.7) 73.4 ( 1.8)
(viii) T-Net e2e (D+S) training diverged
(ix) T-Net FC 77.5 67.2 77.7 34.4 18.4 86.3 8.0 80.0 18.8 25.9 4.8 45.3 ( -5.3 ) 69.1 ( -2.5 )
(x) T-Net BGC 58.9 64.5 81.6 21.5 4.8 83.1 11.0 82.3 21.2 31.3 9.3 42.7 ( -8.3 ) 64.9 ( -6.7 )
(xi) T-Net Ens. 89.0 57.4 85.5 22.9 0.3 92.2 11.4 86.3 14.6 56.6 16.9 46.9 ( -3.7 ) 65.5 ( -6.1 )
Table 3. Evaluation of the proposed Knowledge Transfer techniques for S-Net → T-Net.
Method sky building road sidewalk fence vegetat. pole car sign pedest. cyclist per-class global
(b) baseline: FCN [2] (D) 77.8 67.6 86.1 35.9 35.1 89.6 8.9 86.2 41.3 17.6 10.6 50.6 71.6
(i) T-Net (TK-L) 88.7 50.6 68.8 45.4 48.7 77.2 18.6 73.1 19.4 68.8 29.3 53.5 ( 2.9) 62.9 ( -8.7 )
(ii) T-Net (TK-SMP) 85.1 65.1 87.5 21.1 35.7 85.3 6.6 90.0 45.2 53.2 55.6 57.3 ( 6.7) 70.8 ( -0.8 )
(iii) T-Net (TK-SMP-Drop) 87.6 75.9 79.3 43.2 27.1 80.8 4.0 86.9 19.9 68.5 14.0 53.4 ( 2.8) 74.8 ( 3.2)
(iv) T-Net (TK-SMP-WCE) 87.4 66.9 82.0 33.0 37.9 83.3 14.1 89.4 40.0 78.6 40.2 59.3 ( 9.1) 71.8 ( 0.2)
resource constraints and ensembling networks across different data domains. We then
demonstrated that by using the source network as a guide, it was possible to train a
target network which satisfied all constraints while giving better performance than a
state-of-the-art FCN network and almost the same performance than an ensemble of
FCNs, with a memory footprint that is just 0.5% of the ensemble. We believe that our
findings will be very useful for training DNs not just in automotive settings but also in
context where labelled data is limited and practical constraints exist on model size.
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RGB Ground Truth T-Net e2e (D) FCN Ens. (S-Net) T-Net TK-SMP-WCE
Sky Building Road Sidewalk Fence Vegetation Pole Car Sign Pedestrian CyclistVoid
Fig. 4. Qualitative results on test images for different training methods. Our proposed method of
training T-Net via transfer learning results in visually good segmentations, in some cases provid-
ing better results than the FCN ensemble and even noisy ground truth.
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